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New

Submitted by
Bernard TREMBLAY

Lastmod by
Bernard TREMBLAY

Rating
     (0) 

Description
Hello,

I have yet id3127 id3148 explained the problems of the bug and wishes list.

I returns on the subject :

before if you were clicking on the column headers, which function is to allow to sort the
displayed list, you where generating a crash by an SQL request error.

Somebody have done something.

Now : When you use this feature the list is simply cleared (if error then return).

Either this tool is without any interest for development or not at all.
If it is without interest it must be suppressed...
if not it must normally function even simply.
Actually the function are very simple but they don't functions.

The list sort problem : a display simply cleared...

If it is, anybody can understand that the impossibility to sort a list which is always displayed as
playing card poker, makes impossible any revue of a subject.
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This is the main problem.

Minimum enhancements in my opinion
A really minimum list :

Display the "id" and the "author"
Display a full date (the day)
Allow a direct access by the "id"
Allow selection by check box and display only checked items
Send by mail the current list
Optionally send by mail the content of an id

This could allow to check this list...

Trebly

Solution
Code debug
Code dev (not at all heavy)

Importance
7

Priority
35

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
Please demonstrate your bug on show.tikiwiki.org
Version:  Create show.tikiwiki.org instance18.x ▼
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Created
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The original document is available at
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